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The Daikin 7 day timer remote control has a range of functions. This is a guide on how to use the remote 

and to make you aware of the options this unit has to offer, so you can use your Heat Pump efficiently.  

The remote controller includes a convenient WEEKLY TIMER function that makes it easy to enter 

schedules for; day of the week, time of the day, temperature, and on/off operation.  Different  

patterns of operation start/stop times can be set on each day of the week, from Monday to Sunday. 

For each day a maximum four settings of ON or OFF is possible.  

You can fix different settings on weekdays and weekends.  

Not only combinations of ON and OFF, but also patterns such as ON-ON-ON-OFF is possible (this 

means it’s changing the set temperature while keeping operating). 

To use the timer, see the step by step instruction guide inside. 

WEEKLY TIMER 



To go to the 
next setting, 

return to STEP 

ONE. 

This will    
complete the     

setting.  

is displayed on 

the LCD and 
WEEKLY TIMER is 

activated. 

STEP SIX 
Complete 

the setting 

PRESS 
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Follow the below step by step instructions to set your Heat Pump timer to your preferred settings. 

HOW T0 USE THE TIMER 

STEP ONE 
Start setting 

The day of the 
week and the 

setting number 

of the current 

day will be  
displayed 

STEP TWO 
Select the day & 

setting number 

PRESS 

PRESS 

This will set the 
day of the week 

and setting  

number chosen.  

and time 
“ON” will blink 

on LCD. 

STEP THREE 
Select the mode  

(ON/OFF) 

This will allow 
you to choose 

the mode  

setting of “ON” 

time setting, 
“OFF” time 

setting  or “ ” 

Blank setting in 
sequence on 

LCD. 

Selecting 
“blank”  

deletes the 

Setting. 

PRESS 

This will set the 
mode. 

and time blink 

on LCD. 

PRESS 

Go to STEP 6 if 
“blank” is 

selected. 

STEP FOUR 
Select the time 

PRESS 

This will allow 
you to select 

the desired 

time. The time 

can be set   
between 0:00 

and 23:50 in 10 

minute interval. 

This will set the 
time. 

and temperature 

blink on LCD.  

Go to STEP 6 
when setting 

the OFF timer. 

PRESS 

STEP FIVE 
Select the  

temperature 

PRESS 

This will allow 
you to select 

the desired 

temperature. 

The 
temperature can 

be set between 

10 and 32  
degrees Celsius. 

The set   

temperature is 
only displayed 

when the mode  

setting is ON. 

This will set the 
temperature. 

PRESS 

Pressing this  
allows you to 

choose & 

change the 

setting number 
at the day of 

the week. 

PRESS 
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STEP ONE 
Start setting 

The day of the 
week and the 

setting number 

of the current 

day will be  
displayed 

PRESS 

STEP TWO 
Select the day 

to be copied 

PRESS 

Press copy to 
select the day of 

the week you 

want to be    

copied.  

PRESS 

STEP THREE 
Select the  

destination day 

PRESS 

Repeat STEP 3 & 
STEP 4 to copy 

the settings to 

other days of 

the week. 

STEP FOUR 
Complete the 

setting 

PRESS 

PRESS 

Press copy to 
set the copied 

setting to the 

selected day. 

To help save time, a reservation made once can be copied to another day of the week.  Follow the four 

steps below to do so. 

HOW TO USE THE COPY MODE 

Pressing this  
allows you to 

choose the day 

of the week to 

be copied 

Pressing this 
allows you to 

choose the  

destination day 

of the week that 
you would like 

to attach the 

copied settings 
to. 

Pressing this will 
complete the 

copied setting. 

6:00 ON”6:00 ON”  
Operation starts Operation starts  

before family before family  

members  get upmembers  get up..  

8:00 OFF”8:00 OFF”  
All the family members All the family members 

left home.left home.    

17:00 ON”17:00 ON”
Comfortable Comfortable  

during dinnerduring dinner..  

23:00 OFF”23:00 OFF”
Operation stopsOperation stops  

after everyone went toafter everyone went to  

bed.bed.
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COOL TIPS 

For more detailed  
instructions on the  
functionality of your  
remote, see your Heat 
Pump manual.  

We suggest setting your 
Heat Pump to 19°C for a 
comfortable room  
temperature.  

Do not run your Heat 
Pump at 30°C as it is 
unlikely to reach this and 
will use unnecessary 
amounts of energy.  

If you are feeling too hot, 
try turning the  
temperature down rather 
then turning off your Heat 
Pump. Your unit will then 
ramp down and will not 
have to use as much  
energy bringing the room 
back up to the set  
temperature.   

Even without adjusting the 
temperature your unit 
may stop blowing air. This 
means it has reached the 
temperature set on your 
remote and has ramped 
down to conserve energy.  

The fan option increases 
the output of air, each 
time you push the fan 
button the output of air 
will increase.  

In winter when you are 
heating, set your mode to 
the sun icon. In summer 
when you cooling, set 
your mode to the snow 
flake icon. 

HOT TIP - The best way 
to run your Heat Pump is 
to use the timer and  
program it to turn on an 
hour before you come 
home or get up. This will 
help keep running costs 
down as most of the  
energy is used bringing 
the room to temperature 
– once it has reached this,
the unit will ramp right 
down and this is when it 
at it’s most efficient!  

The great thing about Heat Pumps is they don’t 

just keep you warm but also help to reduce dust, 

making the air you breathe healthier. This dust 

gets collected by the filters in your Heat Pump so 

you need to remember to vacuum these every few 

months. We also recommend you take us up on 

our service offer. Usually carried out annually, we 

will check & clean the condensate drain, the 

drain outlets, tighten electrical connections and 

check for leaks. We will also test the overall  

operation of your Heat Pump to ensure that it is 

operating as per it design and capacity. A clean 

unit will keep your Heat Pump running efficiently 

and prevent musty odors being emitted.     

FILTER CLEANING GUIDE 




